Dr650 history

In the DRSE was introduced, replacing the previous models. The engine was radically
redesigned, reducing its power but allowing for more smooth delivery. In , the DR's styling was
updated with Suzuki's widely recognized yellow off-road racing colors and graphics. This
involves lowering the front and rear suspension. A shorter side stand is also needed. The SE
seat is narrow and firm. It has digital electronic CDI ignition and a coated cylinder bore to
reduce weight. The exhaust pipe is made of stainless steel painted black to stop rusting. For a
single cylinder bike, it is quite smooth due to the effective balancer shaft. The 40 mm Mikuni
Carb gives smooth power flow. It has electric-start only. The inch front tire gives good
directional control on gravel roads but is still fine for fast riding on sealed roads with the
standard tires. The front fork is non-adjustable while the rear mono shock is adjustable for
preload through a tricky to access threaded collar and for compression damping. The bike has
an excellent reputation for reliability. The â€”14 model is available in either grey or white [2] and
the model only in grey. As of [update] , after 24 years, the model is still in production and is the
best selling over cc bike in New Zealand. The bike is often in the top five sellers of any capacity
bikes in New Zealand. The DR is also a big seller in both Canada and Australia. It has long been
unavailable in Europe due to stringent emission regulations which make it virtually impossible
for a non-fuel-injected machine to pass. The model was white and grey with a gold stripe on the
tank with the exhaust pipe finished bright. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Long Service and Good
Conduct. October Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Categories : Suzuki motorcycles
Dual-sport motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from September All articles needing additional references Articles
containing potentially dated statements from All articles containing potentially dated
statements. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Telescopic fork , link type swingarm. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF S
Bandit. GSF Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL
Volusia. Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage.
Boulevard S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S.
XF Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. It has evolved since and riders will find that the
there are some variations in the different models, some minor and some significant. The
information on this page was compiled from multiple sources including Suzuki, magazine
articles, advertisements, and various archives. In many European countries, a character VIN is
not required for motorcycles and a shorter VDS code is used as part of the identification code
prior to Suzuki uses the following five character alpha numeric system:. The A version was
used in many countries such as Australia, and the B version was used in Germany and later in
Italy. In the late s, the DR was the largest dual sport bike offered by Suzuki. The Honda
Dominator entered the dual sport scene, making Suzuki's DR seem small in comparison. So in
an effort to remain competitive in the larger engine displacement dual sport market, Suzuki
moved ahead with plans to make a larger and updated dual sport bikes. Both bikes shared
similar drivetrains and the biggest difference between the two models was the front fairing used
on the RS compared the the more traditional dirt bike look with front mudguard on the Dakar
DRR. The RS was also lighter, featuring a smaller exhaust system and other features. The
engine used on the DR is basically the same one used on the DR, but with a bigger bore and a
larger stroke. Besides that, the frame and suspension on the new DR was upgraded, allowing
for a more comfortable riding position that is better suited for both road and offroad riding.
Engine type: Air-cooled cc single cylinder 4-stroke. This new model was 15 kg 33 lbs heavier
than the RS due to the addition of the electric starter, larger battery and more powerful stator
able to produce W instead of W. The RSE also received a 5 mm 0. In , Suzuki trimmed the DR
line. The fuel tank size was decreased to 17 liters from 21 liters and the aluminum rear carrier
was replace with a smaller one. These and other changes tot he line allowed for a 8 kg 17,6 lbs
decrease in dry mass. The rear suspension was also improved as was the exhaust system,
which was enlarged for better low-rev torque. From though the model years, the DR series
changed very little. Most changes prior to were only cosmetic in nature. Overall length: 2. Seat
height: mm Overall height: 1. Wheelbase: 1. Ground clearance: mm 9. Rear suspension travel:
mm 8. Rake: 61 degrees Trail: mm 4. Steering angle left to right : 45 degrees Turning radius : 2.
The DRs get a few changes in its electrical system, including a larger capacity and heavier
battery. In , the DR models were completely revised. The new design is 25 kg 55 lbs lighter than
the DRSE. This was done by lightening up the bike as a whole. The engine is more compact and
put out less horsepower but the power band was lowered to deliver the more power at lower
RPMs. This allowed for a smoother ride with less vibrations and you no longer had to keep the

engine revving at 3, RPMs to keep it from stalling. Power was squeezed from the smaller engine
by performing another upgrade on the exhaust system, increasing the bore by 5 mm 0. Suzuki
also cut weight by using only a single balance shaft compared to using two found on most
single cylinder thumpers. The front received a new hybrid-style 43mm KYB fork with gold
anodized lower legs. The new DR also received a new oil cooler, a new electric starter system
without a back-up kick lever, a narrower, thinner and less comfortable seat, and a much smaller
fairing in the front without a windshield. The new steel fuel tank is smaller with a 13 liter 3. The
new large exhaust system is quiet and composed of stainless steel with an aluminum heat
guard. With the DR's new weight loss, it received a smaller, mm The rear uses a solid-mounted
mm rotor and a single-piston Nissin caliper. The skid plate and rear luggage rack were removed
from the new DRE but these and a gel seat are available as options from Suzuki. The frame is
completely different than the pre '96 DRs. This new frame is both lighter and has 13 percent
more torsional rigidity. A single downtube cradle controls an all new welded box-section
aluminum swingarm which uses all new machined aluminum shock linkage. A Kayaba shock
with a piggyback reservoir, adjustable preload and compression damping can be adjusted to
allow for two different seat heights. A kit is available with a shorter kickstand and relocates the
shock links and fork internals to drop the seat height for short riders. This of course alters the
dimensions of the bike. These are the affected dimensions:. Engine type: Air-cooled single
cylinder 4-stroke Valve system : SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder, pent-roof compression chamber,
Nikasil silicon-carbide ceramic cylinder coating Bore: California model: 12 liter 3. Reserve: 3
liter. The Freewind had less ground clearance and a 19 inch front wheel instead of the 21 inch
wheel used on the DRSE. You could also lower the seat height of the Freewind to 30mm 1. The
Freewind remained more or less the same with only color changes until it was discontinued in
Suzuki started using a solid starter idler gear. This would later prove to be problematic. There
were several reports of the solid starter idler installed in DRSEs breaking through the left case
half, causing significant damage and leaving the bike not drivable. After vin X in early , Suzuki
switched back to using a clutch torque limiter starter idler assembly which eliminated this
problem in subsequent years. After many years since the introduction of the model of leaky
paper cylinder base gaskets, in late Suzuki started using a steel laminated gasket. This had a
has a small tab with a rivet in it on the front right corner of the engine below the oil cooler.
Previous leaks ranged from minor weeping to more worrisome leaks that would require periodic
oil topping. Overall Width: mm Overall Height: mm Seat Height: mm Ground Clearance: mm
Wheelbase: mm Dry Weight: kg lbs. CA model Color: Yellow, Blue. Suzuki introduced new
graphics. Suspension Front: Telescopic, leading axle, oil damped, The DR gets a new 3rd gear
after several reports of 3rd gear failure between and Final Drive chain Fuel Tank Capacity 13
liter 3. CA model Ground Clearance mm Overall Length mm Overall Width mm Seat Height mm
Suspension Front Telescopic, leading axle, oil damped, D
model 3 maintenance
camry motor oil
2000 pontiac grand am 4 door
V9, links Fuel Tank Capacity The following data was taken from the Canadian Suzuki site, the
only difference being the lack of the white color option, tank capacity 2. D V9, links. Please feel
free to link to this site so that others can find it. It's easy to link to this site, just copy one of the
texts below onto your web page:. Zen's DR This is the model version starting with 1, 2,
Generally, an "A" is used for the base model with non-restricted full power output. Other letters
are used to identify new or special editions of the same model. There may be differences in
fairings, handlebars, performance mods, etc. Model Name. Other Name. Model Year. Motor
Number. Starter: Electric. Air-cooled single cylinder 4-stroke. Engine oil capacity with oil filter :.
Steering angle left to right :. Fuel tank capacity incl. SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder, pent-roof
compression chamber, Nikasil silicon-carbide ceramic cylinder coating. Three-phase A.
Telescopic, leading axle, oil damped, Curb Weight.

